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PART 1
1. Introduction
1.1.

White Consultants, in association with Steven Warnock, completed a landscape
sensitivity assessment for 39 villages in Stratford-on-Avon District in June 2012
to inform the emerging local development framework. This followed on from a
study for the main settlements completed in July 2011 by the team and used the
same method.

1.2.

The focus was on land directly adjacent to, and within, villages which may
realistically be considered for expansion of the settlement, defined by the
character of the landscape and settlement edge.

1.3.

Bearley Parish Council are preparing a Neighbourhood Development Plan and
have been looking through the Council’s evidence base documents in order to
ascertain what elements have relevance to their Parish. In the review of the
landscape sensitivity study findings for Bearley a number of
errors/inconsistencies were found. These were:
 The colouring and titling of the commercial landscape sensitivity map was
the same as for the housing sensitivity map.
 Green Belt restrictions were not mentioned for every relevant zone.
 The housing development sensitivity justification text was used for
commercial development for some zones.

1.4.

These issues have been looked at and have been rectified in this addendum
report.

1.5.

It should be noted in relation to the last point that many of the same issues of
sensitivity apply to both housing and commercial development. Therefore, the
text is likely to be almost identical although, in some cases the sensitivity to
commercial will be greater in many instances due to the nature and scale of
development. If the text was not made identical for housing and commercial
development without appropriate justification then inconsistencies could
emerge which would not be helpful.

1.6.

The summary sensitivity mapping for Bearley and the associated revised
sensitivity sheets for each zone are located in Part 2. Only the minor changes
above have been made and the method and definitions used in the 2012 and
2013 studies apply.
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LCP/Zone

Settlement: Bearley

Be01

Landscape sensitivity to housing development

high

The zone is ancient woodland dominated by oak on a low plateau to the east of the village. It
is visible from the countryside to the north and south and provides a positive rural approach
to the settlement. It also lies in Green Belt and provides a positive backcloth to existing
development. As ancient woodland it is very sensitive and a highly inappropriate location for
housing development. It is also in Green Belt which is an additional constraint on
development.
Landscape sensitivity to commercial development

high

The zone is ancient woodland dominated by oak on a low plateau to the east of the village. It
is visible from the countryside to the north and south and provides a positive rural approach
to the settlement. It also lies in Green Belt and provides a positive backcloth to existing
development. As ancient woodland it is very sensitive and a highly inappropriate location for
commercial development.It is also in Green Belt which is an additional constraint on
development.
Landscape characteristics
LDU level
Physiographic
Ground type
Land cover
Settlement pattern

Periglacial plateau
Loamy gleys
Ancient wooded land
Planned enclosed waste
LDU level
Cultural sensitivity H2
Ecological sensitivity C1
Visual sensitivity L2
Land Cover Parcel data
Land Use Ancient woodlnd
Pattern
Origin Woodland
Designations
Landscape/planning
Green Belt
Parks, Gardens and Amenity Green Spaces

Ancient woodland

TPO

Biodiversity
SSSI

Local Wildlife Sites

Historic/archaeology
Cons. Area
SAMs
Other
Flood

Local Nature Reserves

Historic Parks/Gardens

Warks Wildlife Trust Reserves

Listed Buildings

Registered Battlefield

Characteristics
Landform low plateau
Landcover woodland
Field boundaries
Type
Hedgerows

Hedgebanks

Stone walls

Wet ditches

Thorn

Elm

Mixed

Ancient

Good
Trimmed

Poor

Redundant

Relic

Outgrown

Mixed

Species
Condition
Management

Hedge/Stream Trees
B35

Extent

Dense

Scattered

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Other Trees
Extent

Prominent

Apparent

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Patch Survival
Extent

Widespread

Localised

Relic

None

None

Management
Intense
Neglected
Traditional
Ecological corridors
Condition
Intact
Declining
Fragmented
Intensity of Use
Impact
High
Moderate
Low
Pattern
Settlement pattern single dwelling
Other built features Presence of water
Sense of enclosure
confined
Scale intimate
Diversity diverse
Skyline
Complexity
Prominence/ importance apparent
Comments wood forms the skyline/backcloth to the settlement on the east
Key views
To settlement False
Landmarks
-

From settlement
Detractors

False
-

Intervisibility
Site observation medium

...to key features

...from key place

Comments woodland visible from land to the north and south as it lies on a ridge
Tranquillity
Noise sources

roads

Views of development none
Summary

Presence of people rare

high/medium

Comments zone is dense ancient woodland with very limited views of development and
mainly away from roads with no public access
Functional relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Corridor?
Comments the woodland appears to be managed as a contained unit with no public
access
Visual relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Setting?
Comments forms an important backcloth to the village and part of a rural approach to
the village from the east
Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...
... visually?
...functionally?
Comments B36

Settlement edge
Pre C20 edge

C20-21 edge

Nature of edge neutral
Form of edge smooth/linear
Comments settlement edge tends to be screened from wider view by the trees. The
larger property on the north west corner of the woodland is not in character
with cypress hedges behind native hawthorn which spoil the rural character
of the village
Receptors
Receptors
urban residents

high/medium

rural residents

high/medium

long distance/public footpaths

high

Sensitivity

Comments receptors include users of PROWs, minor roads and residents
Other
Other factors Potential for landscape enhancement
management plan for the woodland if not already in place
Potential mitigation if area potentially suitable for development
-

B37

LCP/Zone

Settlement: Bearley

Be02

Landscape sensitivity to housing development

high/medium

The zone comprises a series of pastoral fields, enclosures and large gardens on north facing
slopes running down from the old settlement northwards. A linear C20 development lies at the
bottom of the slope to the north east. Boundaries are generally outgrown hedges but to the
east these become fences or trimmed hedges. The settlement edge to the south [including
Conservation Area] is locally prominent on the skyline but due to its incremental,
discontinuous and established character with mature vegetation it forms a positive edge. The
slopes contribute to its setting to the north and act as separation between it and the C20
development to the north east. The area also provides a positive introduction to the
settlement along Snitterfield Road from the east. The converted farm buildings provide a very
positive gateway to the settlement and the discontinuous character of the settlement with
gaps is appropriate in this area. Housing development is not appropriate in this zone apart
possibly from one or two houses in large plots provided they do not close all the gaps in the
settlement frontage. It is also in Green Belt which is an additional constraint on development.
Landscape sensitivity to commercial development

high

The zone comprises a series of pastoral fields, enclosures and large gardens on north facing
slopes running down from the old settlement northwards. A linear C20 development lies at the
bottom of the slope to the north east. Boundaries are generally outgrown hedges but to the
east these become fences or trimmed hedges. The settlement edge to the south [including
Conservation Area] is locally prominent on the skyline but due to its incremental,
discontinuous and established character with mature vegetation it forms a positive edge. The
slopes contribute to its setting to the north and act as separation between it and the C20
development to the north east. The area also provides a positive introduction to the
settlement along Snitterfield Road from the east. The converted farm buildings provide a very
positive gateway to the settlement and the discontinuous character of the settlement with
gaps is appropriate in this area. Commercial development is not appropriate in this zone due
to its local prominence, slopes and scale. It is also in Green Belt which is an additional
constraint on development.
Landscape characteristics
LDU level
Physiographic Scarp slopes & ridges
Ground type Loamy Brown soils
Land cover Ancient wooded land
Settlement pattern Villages and estate farms
LDU level
Cultural sensitivity H2
Ecological sensitivity F1
Visual sensitivity S2
Land Cover Parcel data
Land Use Pastoral
Pattern Small/medium_regular
Origin Cultivated
Designations
Landscape/planning
Green Belt
Parks, Gardens and Amenity Green Spaces
Biodiversity
SSSI
Local Wildlife Sites

Local Nature Reserves

B38

Ancient woodland

TPO

Warks Wildlife Trust Reserves

Historic/archaeology
Cons. Area
SAMs
Other
Flood

Historic Parks/Gardens

Listed Buildings

Registered Battlefield

Characteristics
Landform undulating slopes
Landcover permanent pasture
Field boundaries
Type
Hedgerows

Hedgebanks

Stone walls

Wet ditches

Thorn

Elm

Mixed

Ancient

Good
Trimmed

Poor

Redundant

Relic

Outgrown

Mixed

Dense

Scattered

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Other Trees
Extent

Prominent

Apparent

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Patch Survival
Extent

Widespread

Localised

Relic

Species
Condition
Management

Hedge/Stream Trees
Extent

None

None

Management
Intense
Neglected
Traditional
Ecological corridors
Condition
Intact
Declining
Fragmented
Intensity of Use
Impact
High
Moderate
Low
Pattern
Settlement pattern occasional roadside dwellings on Snitterfield Road and
School Lane within zone
Other built features yard with sheds and lean tos east of School Lane
Presence of water
Sense of enclosure
enclosed
Scale small
Diversity simple
Skyline
Complexity simple
Prominence/ importance apparent
Comments slopes form local skyline in views from the north/east
Key views
To settlement False
Landmarks
-

From settlement
Detractors

False
yard east of School Lane but
generally well hidden by
hedgerows

...to key features

...from key place

Intervisibility
Site observation high

Comments the slopes are prominent when viewed from the north, albeit from PROWs
and railway line only
Tranquillity
Noise sources

roads
B39

Presence of people occasional

Views of development many 270
Summary

medium

Comments although the presence of the road and views of the built edge on two sides
reduce the overall tranquillity, this zone provides a relatively quiet area in
close proximity to the settlement
Functional relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Corridor?
Comments the zone appears to be managed as part of a series of units some related
to a farm possibly, while others are horse pasture or large gardens. One
PROW runs across the area to the east.
Visual relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Setting?
Comments the zone forms the pastoral slopes above which the core of the village with
the Manor House lie. It also provides an attractive rural edge along
Snitterfield Road with intermittent houses terminating in a converted farm
complex.This provides a positive eastern approach to the settlement.
Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...
... visually?
...functionally?
Comments Settlement edge
Pre C20 edge

C20-21 edge

Nature of edge positive
Form of edge smooth/linear
Comments to the south the settlement edge is positive with incrementally developed
vernacular buildings in established gardens on the hilltop and more modern
but carefully designed dwellings to the east. To the north west the
settlement edge is C20 and hard and homogenous, albeit at the bottom of
the slope.
Receptors
Receptors
urban residents

high/medium

rural residents

high/medium

long distance/public footpaths

high/medium

Sensitivity

roads/rail/cycleways
medium
Comments receptors include users of PROWs, minor roads, residents and users of the
railway at a distance
Other
Other factors Potential for landscape enhancement
restoration and maintenance of hedgerow boundaries and regeneration of hedgerow tree
cover
Potential mitigation if area potentially suitable for development

B40

LCP/Zone

Settlement: Bearley

Be03

Landscape sensitivity to housing development

high/medium

This zone comprises arable farmland set within a relic pattern of large hedged fields,
associated with a low hill to the north of the village. The rolling/undulating topography and
relatively sparse hedgerow tree cover mean that the area is open to view, although the
presence of discrete blocks of ancient woodland, often on the skyline, help to frame more
distant views. The zone forms a strong rural hinterland to the village and is more or less
separated from the adjoining settlement edge by a area of small pastoral fields. It is thus
highly sensitive to any new housing development as this would be visually divorced from the
existing settlement and is likely to be exposed to view. The zone is also in Green Belt which is
an additional constraint on development.
Landscape sensitivity to commercial development

high

This zone comprises arable farmland set within a relic pattern of large hedged fields,
associated with a low hill to the north of the village. The rolling/undulating topography and
relatively sparse hedgerow tree cover mean that the area is open to view, although the
presence of discrete blocks of ancient woodland, often on the skyline, help to frame more
distant views. The zone forms a strong rural hinterland to the village and is more or less
separated from the adjoining settlement edge by an area of small pastoral fields. It is thus
highly sensitive to any commercial development as this would be visually divorced from the
existing settlement and is likely to be exposed to view. The zone is also in Green Belt which is
an additional constraint on development.
Landscape characteristics
LDU level
Physiographic Scarp slopes & ridges
Ground type Loamy Brown soils
Land cover Ancient wooded land
Settlement pattern Villages and estate farms
LDU level
Cultural sensitivity H2
Ecological sensitivity F1
Visual sensitivity S2
Land Cover Parcel data
Land Use Cropping
Pattern Large_regular
Origin Cultivated
Designations
Landscape/planning
Green Belt
Parks, Gardens and Amenity Green Spaces
Biodiversity
SSSI
Local Wildlife Sites
Historic/archaeology
Cons. Area
SAMs
Other
Flood

Local Nature Reserves

Historic Parks/Gardens

Ancient woodland

Warks Wildlife Trust Reserves

Listed Buildings

Characteristics
Landform undulating slopes
Landcover arable farmland
Field boundaries
B41

TPO

Registered Battlefield

Type

Hedgerows

Hedgebanks

Stone walls

Wet ditches

Thorn

Elm

Mixed

Ancient

Good
Trimmed

Poor

Redundant

Relic

Outgrown

Mixed

Dense

Scattered

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Other Trees
Extent

Prominent

Apparent

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Patch Survival
Extent

Widespread

Localised

Relic

Species
Condition
Management

Hedge/Stream Trees
Extent

None

None

Management
Intense
Traditional
Neglected
Ecological corridors
Condition
Intact
Declining
Fragmented
Intensity of Use
Impact
High
Moderate
Low
Pattern
Settlement pattern no settlement in zone
Other built features Presence of water
field ponds
Sense of enclosure
framed
Scale large
Diversity simple
Skyline
Complexity simple
Prominence/ importance prominent
Comments zone rises to the north to form an undulating skyline with strong woodland
cover
Key views
To settlement False
Landmarks
-

From settlement
Detractors

False
-

Intervisibility
Site observation high

...to key features

...from key place

Comments highly intervisible with the village as slopes face towards it and the zone is
relatively open
Tranquillity
Noise sources

other

Views of development one side 180
Summary

roads
Presence of people infrequent

high/medium

Comments the road only grazes the area to the south, the railway line lies to the north
and the settlement edge is recessive with limited public access, so the zone
feels relatively tranquil
Functional relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Corridor?
Comments the zone appears to be managed as part of wider farmed units and has
PROWs running across it linking into the settlement
B42

Visual relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Setting?
Comments the area forms the major part of the unspoilt, open rural hinterland to the
north of the village
Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...
... visually?
...functionally?
Comments Settlement edge
Pre C20 edge

C20-21 edge

Nature of edge negative
Form of edge smooth/linear
Comments the housing on Grange Road is poor quality and homogenous, although its
visual impact is reduced as it is set down in the landscape
Receptors
Receptors
urban residents

high/medium

rural residents

high/medium

long distance/public footpaths

high

Sensitivity

roads/rail/cycleways
medium
Comments receptors include users of PROWs, minor roads, Stratford to Leamington railway
and residents
Other
Other factors Potential for landscape enhancement
plant native trees to replace mature oaks in time and manage woodlands
Potential mitigation if area potentially suitable for development
-

B43

LCP/Zone

Settlement: Bearley

Be04

Landscape sensitivity to housing development

high

The zone comprises two parts. To the east, linked open spaces act as a village green. There is
grass and play equipment to the north of Snitterfield Road and mounding to the south with
carefully designed housing to the south and tree cover to the north and south. To the west, a
small sloping hedged pasture abuts the road. The modest village church and a number of
dwellings are adjacent with Stone House the most prominent. The spaces lie within the
Conservation Area contribute strongly to its character. The zone is very sensitive and is
inappropriate for housing development. The zone is also in Green Belt which is an additional
constraint on development.
Landscape sensitivity to commercial development

high

The zone comprises two parts. To the east, linked open spaces act as a village green. There is
grass and play equipment to the north of Snitterfield Road and mounding to the south with
carefully designed housing to the south and tree cover to the north and south. To the west, a
small sloping hedged pasture abuts the road. The modest village church and a number of
dwellings are adjacent with Stone House the most prominent. The spaces lie within the
Conservation Area contribute strongly to its character. The zone is very sensitive and is
inappropriate for commercial development. The zone is also in Green Belt which is an
additional constraint on development.
Landscape characteristics
LDU level
Physiographic
Ground type
Land cover
Settlement pattern

Scarp slopes & ridges
Loamy Brown soils
Ancient wooded land
Villages and estate farms
LDU level
Cultural sensitivity H2
Ecological sensitivity F1
Visual sensitivity S2
Land Cover Parcel data
Land Use Pastoral
Pattern Small_regular
Origin Cultivated
Designations
Landscape/planning
Green Belt
Parks, Gardens and Amenity Green Spaces

Ancient woodland

TPO

Biodiversity
SSSI

Local Wildlife Sites

Historic/archaeology
Cons. Area
SAMs
Other
Flood

Local Nature Reserves

Historic Parks/Gardens

Warks Wildlife Trust Reserves

Listed Buildings

Registered Battlefield

Characteristics
Landform flat to the north east, gentle man made mounds to the south east and sloping to
west land [east] and pastoral field [west]
Landcover the
amenity
Field boundaries
B44

Type

Hedgerows

Hedgebanks

Stone walls

Wet ditches

Thorn

Elm

Mixed

Ancient

Good
Trimmed

Poor

Redundant

Relic

Outgrown

Mixed

Dense

Scattered

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Other Trees
Extent

Prominent

Apparent

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Patch Survival
Extent

Widespread

Localised

Relic

Species
Condition
Management

Hedge/Stream Trees
Extent

None

None

Management
Intense
Traditional
Neglected
Ecological corridors
Condition
Intact
Declining
Fragmented
Intensity of Use
Impact
High
Moderate
Low
Pattern
Settlement pattern open space within settlement
Other built features Presence of water
Sense of enclosure
enclosed
Scale intimate
Diversity diverse
Skyline
Complexity
Prominence/ importance not applicable
Comments Key views
To settlement False
Landmarks
church and Stone House
adjacent

From settlement
Detractors

False
-

Intervisibility
Site observation medium

...to key features

...from key place

Comments though small and enclosed the spaces are visible from Snitterfiled Road and
from key locations in the settlement
Tranquillity
Noise sources

roads

Views of development many all sides 360
Summary

Presence of people infrequent

medium/low

Comments this is an historic zone surrounded by dwellings mostly set in large gardens,
through which runs a fairly busy road that reduces the overall tranquillity
Functional relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Corridor?
Comments the eastern areas are amenity land whilst the western area appears to be
managed as pasture, possibly as part of a wider farmed unit
B45

Visual relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Setting?
Comments the spaces contribute strongly to the green character of the settlement and
Conservation Area
Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...
... visually?
...functionally?
Comments Settlement edge
Pre C20 edge

C20-21 edge

Nature of edge positive
Form of edge moderately indented
Comments this zone has an indented settlement edge, comprising church, historic
buildings and large gardens with significant tree cover
Receptors
Receptors
urban residents

high/medium

roads/rail/cycleways

high/medium

Sensitivity

Comments receptors include users of Snitterfield Road, minor roads, the church and
residents
Other
Other factors Potential for landscape enhancement
Potential mitigation if area potentially suitable for development
-

B46

LCP/Zone

Settlement: Bearley

Be05

Landscape sensitivity to housing development

high/medium

This zone, which acts as a setting to the Conservation Area in the southern part of the
settlement, has a small scale landscape with a varied sloping/undulating topography. It also
has a strong pastoral character with many older pastures set within a pattern of medium sized
fields defined by broad, mixed species hedgerows. The zone is crossed by a number of
footpaths which provide a variety of views over the lower lying ground to the south of the
settlement. The zone's sensitivity lies in its role as setting to the Conservation Area and listed
buildings and its small scale sloping rural character and so is inappropriate for new housing
development. The zone is also in Green Belt which is an additional constraint on development.
Landscape sensitivity to commercial development

high

This zone, which acts as a setting to the Conservation Area in the southern part of the
settlement, has a small scale landscape with a varied sloping/undulating topography. It also
has a strong pastoral character with many older pastures set within a pattern of medium sized
fields defined by broad, mixed species hedgerows. The zone is crossed by a number of
footpaths which provide a variety of views over the lower lying ground to the south of the
settlement. The zone's sensitivity lies in its role as setting to the Conservation Area and listed
buildings and its small scale sloping rural character and so is highly inappropriate for new
commercial development. The zone is also in Green Belt which is an additional constraint on
development.
Landscape characteristics
LDU level
Physiographic
Ground type
Land cover
Settlement pattern

Scarp slopes & ridges
Loamy Brown soils
Ancient wooded land
Villages and estate farms
LDU level
Cultural sensitivity H2
Ecological sensitivity F1
Visual sensitivity S2
Land Cover Parcel data
Land Use Mixed farming
Pattern Small/medium_regular
Origin Cultivated
Designations
Landscape/planning
Green Belt
Parks, Gardens and Amenity Green Spaces
Biodiversity
SSSI
Local Wildlife Sites
Historic/archaeology
Cons. Area
SAMs
Other
Flood

Local Nature Reserves

Historic Parks/Gardens

Ancient woodland

Warks Wildlife Trust Reserves

Listed Buildings

Characteristics
Landform undulating slopes
Landcover permanent pasture
Field boundaries
B47

TPO

Registered Battlefield

Type

Hedgerows

Hedgebanks

Stone walls

Wet ditches

Thorn

Elm

Mixed

Ancient

Good
Trimmed

Poor

Redundant

Relic

Outgrown

Mixed

Dense

Scattered

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Other Trees
Extent

Prominent

Apparent

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Patch Survival
Extent

Widespread

Localised

Relic

Species
Condition
Management

Hedge/Stream Trees
Extent

None

None

Management
Intense
Traditional
Neglected
Ecological corridors
Condition
Intact
Declining
Fragmented
Intensity of Use
Impact
High
Moderate
Low
Pattern
Settlement pattern single farm
Other built features Presence of water
field ponds
Sense of enclosure
enclosed
Scale small
Diversity diverse
Skyline
Complexity simple
Prominence/ importance apparent
Comments undulating landform means that it forms the local skyline in places on PROWs
Key views
To settlement False
Landmarks
-

From settlement
Detractors

False
-

Intervisibility
Site observation high

...to key features

...from key place

Comments the zone forms the upper hill slopes wrapping around the village core and so
is intervisible to the south and south west
Tranquillity
Noise sources

roads

Views of development one side 180
Summary

Presence of people infrequent

high/medium

Comments the zone is some distance from the A3400, but it is is audible in places. The
settlement edge is also apparent, filtered by vegetation and there are
PROWs, but the area forms part of the wider countryside
Functional relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Corridor?
Comments the zone appears to be managed as part of wider farmed units and a
scrub area and has PROWs running across it
B48

Visual relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Setting?
Comments the zone forms the upper part of slopes running south from the settlement
core/Conservation Area, complementing its hilltop location
Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...
... visually?
...functionally?
Comments Settlement edge
Pre C20 edge

C20-21 edge

Nature of edge positive
Form of edge moderately indented
Comments the mix of converted farm buildings, cottages and carefully designed new
buildings form a positive indented edge on the hilltop complemented by
mature graden planting
Receptors
Receptors
urban residents

high/medium

long distance/public footpaths

high/medium

roads/rail/cycleways

medium

Sensitivity

Comments receptors include users of PROWs, residents and the A3400 road at a distance
Other
Other factors Potential for landscape enhancement
bringing the area of scrub to the west into beneficial grazing use whilst retaining strong
outgrown hedgerows
Potential mitigation if area potentially suitable for development
-

B49

LCP/Zone

Settlement: Bearley

Be06

Landscape sensitivity to housing development

high/medium

The zone comprises gently undulating arable farm land sweeping south west from the hill on
which the settlement predominantly lies. Hedges are generally low cut with a few hedgerow
and watercourse trees- oak and willow respectively. An area of scrub and regenerating trees
along Ash Lane provides a strong green element south west of the settlement on the hilltop.
The A3400 cuts through the area and reduces its tranquillity. The College Farm complex lies
to the west. Views are possible from the A3400 to the main settlement and the hard
settlement edge of ribbon development is apparent on the lower slopes. The openness to
views, field size and the area's role in separating the settlement from the A3400 mean that
the opportunity for discreet housing is limited and it is considered inappropriate apart from
possibly one or two small houses in scale with the settlement character along Ash Lane. The
zone is also in Green Belt which is an additional constraint on development.
Landscape sensitivity to commercial development

high

The zone comprises gently undulating arable farm land sweeping south west from the hill on
which the settlement predominantly lies. Hedges are generally low cut with a few hedgerow
and watercourse trees- oak and willow respectively. An area of scrub and regenerating trees
along Ash Lane provides a strong green element south west of the settlement on the hilltop.
The A3400 cuts through the area and reduces its tranquillity. The College Farm complex lies
to the west. Views are possible from the A3400 to the main settlement and the hard
settlement edge of ribbon development is apparent on the lower slopes. The openness to
views, field size and the area's role in separating the settlement from the A3400 mean that
the opportunity for commercial development is limited without significant effects. The zone is
also in Green Belt which is an additional constraint on development.
Landscape characteristics
LDU level
Physiographic
Ground type
Land cover
Settlement pattern

Soft rock vales & valleys
Loamy Brown soils
Ancient wooded farmlands
Villages and estate farms
LDU level
Cultural sensitivity P2
Ecological sensitivity C3
Visual sensitivity L1
Land Cover Parcel data
Land Use Cropping
Pattern Large_regular
Origin Cultivated
Designations
Landscape/planning
Green Belt
Parks, Gardens and Amenity Green Spaces
Biodiversity
SSSI
Local Wildlife Sites
Historic/archaeology
Cons. Area
SAMs
Other
Flood

Local Nature Reserves

Historic Parks/Gardens

Ancient woodland

Warks Wildlife Trust Reserves

Listed Buildings

Characteristics
B50

TPO

Registered Battlefield

Landform gently rolling lowland
Landcover arable farmland with scrub
Field boundaries
Type
Hedgerows

Hedgebanks

Stone walls

Wet ditches

Species

Thorn

Elm

Mixed

Ancient

Condition

Good

Poor

Redundant

Relic

Trimmed

Outgrown

Mixed

Dense

Scattered

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Other Trees
Extent

Prominent

Apparent

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Patch Survival
Extent

Widespread

Localised

Relic

Management

Hedge/Stream Trees
Extent

None

None

Management
Intense
Traditional
Neglected
Ecological corridors
Condition
Intact
Declining
Fragmented
Intensity of Use
Impact
High
Moderate
Low
Pattern
Settlement pattern roadside farm on A3400
Other built features Presence of water
minor watercourse
Sense of enclosure
open
Scale large
Diversity simple
Skyline
Prominence/ importance not applicable
Comments Key views
To settlement False
Landmarks
-

Complexity

From settlement
Detractors

False
-

Intervisibility
Site observation medium

...to key features

...from key place

Comments gently sloping land is generally open and intervisible with A3400
Tranquillity
Noise sources

roads

Views of development some
Summary

Presence of people occasional

medium

Comments although an open rural landscape with only limited views of development,
this zone is crossed by the busy A3400 which reduces the overall tranquillity
Functional relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Corridor?
Comments the zone appears to be managed as part of wider farmed units and has
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PROWs running across it east of the A3400
Visual relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Setting?
Comments the zone forms part of the wider landscape setting of the more sensitive
part of the settlement separating the settlement from the A3400
Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...
... visually?
...functionally?
Comments Settlement edge
Pre C20 edge

C20-21 edge

Nature of edge negative
Form of edge smooth/linear
Comments ribbon development on the western edge of the settlement is homogenous,
extending the settlement form. Large sheds associated with the garden
centre outside the settlement are visually intrusive.
Receptors
Receptors
urban residents

high/medium

roads/rail/cycleways

high/medium

long distance/public footpaths

high/medium

Sensitivity

Comments receptors include users of PROWs, A3400 and minor roads and residents
Other
Other factors Potential for landscape enhancement
encourage trees in hedgerows and consider clearing scrub for grazing provided that large
hedgerows are retained
Potential mitigation if area potentially suitable for development
-
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LCP/Zone

Settlement: Bearley

Be07

Landscape sensitivity to housing development

high/medium

The zone comprises large arable fields on gently rising land north west of the settlement. The
zone is split into two by the railway. The portion to the north west is gently crowned forming
the local skyline and is divorced from the settlement proper and separated from the Bearley
Cross development by the A3400. As it is locally prominent and rural and open in character it
is considered that housing development is inappropriate. The portion to the east slopes south
to the settlement with trees along the railway forming the skyline and a PROW running
north/south. It forms part of the relatively unspoilt continuum of open rural hinterland to the
settlement running east [BE03]. As such there appears to be very limited opportunity for
housing development in the area. The zone is also in Green Belt which is an additional
constraint on development.
Landscape sensitivity to commercial development

high

The zone comprises large arable fields on gently rising land north west of the settlement. The
zone is split into two by the railway. The portion to the north west is gently crowned forming
the local skyline and is divorced from the settlement proper and separated from the Bearley
Cross development by the A3400. As it is locally prominent and rural and open in character it
is considered that commercial development is particularly inappropriate. The portion to the
east slopes south to the settlement with trees along the railway forming the skyline and a
PROW running north/south. It forms part of the continuum of open rural hinterland to the
settlement running east [BE03]. As such commercial development is considered inappropriate.
The zone is also in Green Belt which is an additional constraint on development.
Landscape characteristics
LDU level
Physiographic Soft rock vales & valleys
Ground type Loamy Brown soils
Land cover Ancient wooded farmlands
Settlement pattern Villages and estate farms
LDU level
Cultural sensitivity P2
Ecological sensitivity C3
Visual sensitivity L1
Land Cover Parcel data
Land Use Cropping
Pattern Large_semi-regular
Origin Cultivated
Designations
Landscape/planning
Green Belt
Parks, Gardens and Amenity Green Spaces

Ancient woodland

TPO

Biodiversity
SSSI

Local Wildlife Sites

Historic/archaeology
Cons. Area
SAMs
Other
Flood

Local Nature Reserves

Historic Parks/Gardens

Warks Wildlife Trust Reserves

Listed Buildings

Characteristics
Landform gently rolling lowland
Landcover arable farmland
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Registered Battlefield

Field boundaries
Type
Hedgerows

Hedgebanks

Stone walls

Wet ditches

Species

Thorn

Elm

Mixed

Ancient

Condition

Good

Poor

Redundant

Relic

Trimmed

Outgrown

Mixed

Dense

Scattered

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Other Trees
Extent

Prominent

Apparent

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Patch Survival
Extent

Widespread

Localised

Relic

Management

Hedge/Stream Trees
Extent

None

None

Management
Intense
Traditional
Neglected
Ecological corridors
Condition
Intact
Declining
Fragmented
Intensity of Use
Impact
High
Moderate
Low
Pattern
Settlement pattern no settlement in zone
Other built features Presence of water
Sense of enclosure
open
Scale large
Diversity simple
Skyline
Complexity simple
Prominence/ importance apparent
Comments the land rises from the A3400 and crowns to the east, north of the railway,
creating a local skyline
Key views
To settlement False
Landmarks
-

From settlement
Detractors

False
-

Intervisibility
Site observation medium

...to key features

...from key place

Comments the area is gently rising land intervisible with land to the south and west and
with its western edges visible from the A3400
Tranquillity
Noise sources

roads

Views of development one side 180
Summary

Presence of people occasional

medium

Comments the minor road and railway line, together with open views to a hard
settlement edge reduce the tranquillity of this zone
Functional relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Corridor?
Comments the zone appears to be managed as part of a wider farmed unit and has a
PROW running across it
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Visual relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Setting?
Comments the zone is unrelated to the settlement north west of the railway and east
of the A3400. South east of the railway it abuts the residential edge with
gently rising land, forming part of the settlement's northern rural hinterland.
Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...
... visually?
...functionally?
Comments Settlement edge
Pre C20 edge

C20-21 edge

Nature of edge negative
Form of edge smooth/linear
Comments the more recent development in the lower part of the settlement has a hard
settlement edge that is mitigated slightly by a limited amount of tree cover
Receptors
Receptors
urban residents

high/medium

roads/rail/cycleways

high/medium

long distance/public footpaths

high/medium

Sensitivity

Comments receptors include users of the A3400, minor roads, PROW and residents
Other
Other factors Potential for landscape enhancement
encourage trees in hedgerows
Potential mitigation if area potentially suitable for development
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LCP/Zone

Be08

Settlement: Bearley

Landscape sensitivity to housing development

medium

The zone comprises of gently rising land on the western approaches to the settlement with
the A3400 to the west and railway to the north west. The area consists of a number of distinct
uses- commercial buildings including agricultural suppliers/garden centre with yards, a
community sports field with hall and two arable fields separated by the recreation area.
Hedges are trimmed on the road frontage and outgrown elsewhere. Trees are mature along
the road and scattered elsewhere. The settlement lies to the east as a C20 straight estate
housing edge. Views are possible of the area from the A3400 and to an extent from a PROW to
the north. The area has limited tranquillity due to roads, uses and views of development.
Though the zone contributes to the entrance to the village and relates to an extent to the
countryside it does appear to present an opportunity for housing development on the
easternmost arable field which could improve the built edge of the settlement. This should be
subject to a development/design brief to ensure that the Snitterfield Road frontage and
eastern edge are carefully considered. The zone is also in Green Belt which is an additional
constraint on development.
Landscape sensitivity to commercial development

medium

The zone comprises of gently rising land on the western approaches to the settlement with
the A3400 to the west and railway to the north west. The area consists of a number of distinct
uses- commercial buildings including agricultural suppliers/garden centre with yards, a
community sports field with hall and two arable fields separated by the recreation area.
Hedges are trimmed on the road frontage and outgrown elsewhere. Trees are mature along
the road and scattered elsewhere. The settlement lies to the east as a C20 straight estate
housing edge. Views are possible of the area from the A3400 and to an extent from a PROW to
the north. The area has limited tranquillity due to roads, uses and views of development.
Though the zone contributes to the entrance to the village and relates to an extent to the
countryside it does appear to present an opportunity for commercial development on the
westernmost arable field, north of the garden centre which could improve the built edge of
the settlement when viewed from the north with strong tree planting. This may also offer the
opportunity of improvement of the Snitterfiled Road frontage which is poor in parts at
present. Elsewhere the area would be sensitive to commercial development. The zone is also
in Green Belt which is an additional constraint on development.
Landscape characteristics
LDU level
Physiographic
Ground type
Land cover
Settlement pattern

Soft rock vales & valleys
Loamy Brown soils
Ancient wooded farmlands
Villages and estate farms
LDU level
Cultural sensitivity P2
Ecological sensitivity C3
Visual sensitivity L1
Land Cover Parcel data
Land Use Cropping
Pattern Small/medium_regular
Origin Cultivated
Designations
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Landscape/planning
Green Belt
Parks, Gardens and Amenity Green Spaces

Ancient woodland

TPO

Biodiversity
SSSI

Local Wildlife Sites

Historic/archaeology
Cons. Area
SAMs
Other
Flood

Local Nature Reserves

Historic Parks/Gardens

Warks Wildlife Trust Reserves

Listed Buildings

Registered Battlefield

Characteristics
Landform gently rolling lowland
Landcover arable farmland, playing field and garden centre
Field boundaries
Type
Hedgerows

Hedgebanks

Stone walls

Wet ditches

Species

Thorn

Elm

Mixed

Ancient

Condition

Good

Poor

Redundant

Relic

Trimmed

Outgrown

Mixed

Dense

Scattered

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Other Trees
Extent

Prominent

Apparent

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Patch Survival
Extent

Widespread

Localised

Relic

Management

Hedge/Stream Trees
Extent

None

None

Management
Intense
Traditional
Neglected
Ecological corridors
Condition
Intact
Declining
Fragmented
Intensity of Use
Impact
High
Moderate
Low
Pattern
Settlement pattern no dwellings in zone
Other built features retail and storage sheds, village hall
Presence of water
Sense of enclosure
open
Scale medium
Diversity diverse
Skyline
Prominence/ importance not applicable
Comments Key views
To settlement False
Landmarks
-

Complexity

From settlement
Detractors

False
commercial buildings and
associated steel security
fencing and clutter

Intervisibility
Site observation medium

...to key features

Comments on approach to settlement and on gently rising land
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...from key place

Tranquillity
Noise sources

roads
Presence of people frequent

Views of development many 270
Summary

medium/low

Comments this is an active area bordered by the busy A3400, with a busy garden
centre, village hall and playing fields, although within a rural setting
Functional relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Corridor?
Comments the zone is managed as a commercial area including agricultural
suppliers/garden centre, community sports field with hall and two arable
fields, apparently part of a larger farmed unit
Visual relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Setting?
Comments the zone lies on the western approach to the settlement forming a gap
between the commercial development and C20 estate housing on gently
rising land
Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...
... visually?
...functionally?
Comments Settlement edge
Pre C20 edge

C20-21 edge

Nature of edge negative
Form of edge smooth/linear
Comments hard C20 residential settlement edge is locally prominent
Receptors
Receptors
urban residents

high/medium

roads/rail/cycleways

high/medium

Sensitivity

Comments receptors include users of the playing fields, A3400, minor road and residents
Other
Other factors Potential for landscape enhancement
tree screening of commercial area, improvement to commercial area frontage,
reinstatement of hedges along playing field eastern boundary, encouragement of trees in
hedgerows and improved hedgerow management
Potential mitigation if area potentially suitable for development
positive frontage to Snitterfield Road, possibly with avenue of trees and varied, slightly
indented edge with strong tree planting to playing field boundary
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LCP/Zone

Settlement: Bearley

Be09

Landscape sensitivity to housing development

high/medium

This zone comprises a low rounded hill to the west of the settlement dominated by large
arable fields, although a wide, mixed species hedgerow with mature oak trees still occurs on
the minor road along the northern boundary of the zone. Commercial development to the
east is apparent along the A3400. Although this is currently screened to views from the west
by landform, some of this development is divorced from the main settlement by the A3400.
Any further expansion up the hillside would be increasingly visible in open countryside as well
as separated from the settlement and new housing development would therefore be
inappropriate. The zone is also in Green Belt which is an additional constraint on
Landscape sensitivity to commercial development

high/medium

This zone comprises a low rounded hill to the west of the settlement dominated by large
arable fields, although a wide, mixed species hedgerow with mature oak trees still occurs on
the minor road along the northern boundary of the zone. Commercial development to the
east is apparent along the A3400. Although this is currently screened to views from the west
by landform, some of this development is divorced from the main settlement by the A3400.
Any further expansion up the hillside would be increasingly visible in open countryside as well
as separated from the settlement and new commercial development would therefore be
inappropriate. The zone is also in Green Belt which is an additional constraint on
Landscape characteristics
LDU level
Physiographic
Ground type
Land cover
Settlement pattern

Soft rock vales & valleys
Loamy Brown soils
Ancient wooded farmlands
Villages and estate farms
LDU level
Cultural sensitivity P2
Ecological sensitivity C3
Visual sensitivity R1
Land Cover Parcel data
Land Use Cropping
Pattern Large_regular
Origin Cultivated
Designations
Landscape/planning
Green Belt
Parks, Gardens and Amenity Green Spaces

Ancient woodland

TPO

Biodiversity
SSSI

Local Wildlife Sites

Historic/archaeology
Cons. Area
SAMs
Other
Flood

Local Nature Reserves

Historic Parks/Gardens

Warks Wildlife Trust Reserves

Listed Buildings

Characteristics
Landform low rolling hill
Landcover arable farmland and an area of disused land
Field boundaries
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Registered Battlefield

Landcover
Field boundaries
Type
Hedgerows

Hedgebanks

Stone walls

Wet ditches

Species

Thorn

Elm

Mixed

Ancient

Condition

Good

Poor

Redundant

Relic

Trimmed

Outgrown

Mixed

Dense

Scattered

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Other Trees
Extent

Prominent

Apparent

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Patch Survival
Extent

Widespread

Localised

Relic

Management

Hedge/Stream Trees
Extent

None

None

Management
Intense
Traditional
Neglected
Ecological corridors
Condition
Intact
Declining
Fragmented
Intensity of Use
Impact
High
Moderate
Low
Pattern
Settlement pattern no settlement in LCP
Other built features Presence of water
Sense of enclosure
open
Scale large
Diversity simple
Skyline
Complexity simple
Prominence/ importance apparent
Comments low crowned rise which forms the skyline in close views such as from the
A3400 to the east and Slater's Lane to the north
Key views
To settlement False
Landmarks
-

From settlement
Detractors

False
-

Intervisibility
Site observation medium

...to key features

...from key place

Comments the slightly rising ground is generally visible
Tranquillity
Noise sources

roads

Views of development one side 180
Summary

other
Presence of people frequent

medium/low

Comments the A3400 and railway, with suburban style development to the east, reduce
tranquillity although this increases to the west
Functional relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Corridor?
Comments the zone appears to be managed as part of wider farmed units and has no
public access
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Visual relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Setting?
Comments the area feels part of rural countryside divorced from the settlement as it is
west of the A3400 with only limited ribbon development and station related
development adjacent
Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...
... visually?
...functionally?
Comments Settlement edge
Pre C20 edge

C20-21 edge

Nature of edge negative
Form of edge moderately indented
Comments ribbon development and station related development are detractive, but not
widely visible due to vegetation cover and landform
Receptors
Receptors
rural residents

high/medium

roads/rail/cycleways

high/medium

Sensitivity

Comments receptors include users of the A3400, minor road , railway and residents
Other
Other factors

-

Potential for landscape enhancement
Potential mitigation if area potentially suitable for development
-
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LCP/Zone

Settlement: Bearley

Be10

Landscape sensitivity to housing development

high

This is a zone of pastoral farmland comprising a regular pattern of small hedged and fenced
fields, associated with the flat, alluvial floodplain of a tributary stream to the River Alne.
Although little unimproved wet grassland vegetation now remains, the stream still retains a
diverse profile, with many meanders and steep river banks which contribute to a biologically
rich streamside habitat. The stream is prone to flooding after prolonged periods of heavy
rainfall, when much of the zone can be inundated by water. This zone is divorced from the
main settlement situated to the west of the A3400. Its sensitivities are its open countryide
character, its distance from the main settlement and its role as floodplain. These make the
zone an inappropriate location for any new housing development. It is also in Green Belt
which is an additional constraint on development.
Landscape sensitivity to commercial development

high

This is a zone of pastoral farmland comprising a regular pattern of small hedged and fenced
fields, associated with the flat, alluvial floodplain of a tributary stream to the River Alne.
Although little unimproved wet grassland vegetation now remains, the stream still retains a
diverse profile, with many meanders and steep river banks which contribute to a biologically
rich streamside habitat. The stream is prone to flooding after prolonged periods of heavy
rainfall, when much of the zone can be inundated by water. This zone is divorced from the
main settlement situated to the west of the A3400. Its sensitivities are its open countryide
character, its distance from the main settlement and its role as floodplain. These make the
zone an inappropriate location for any commercial development. It is also in Green Belt which
is an additional constraint on development.
Landscape characteristics
LDU level
Physiographic
Ground type
Land cover
Settlement pattern

Soft rock vales & valleys
Loamy Brown soils
Ancient wooded farmlands
Villages and estate farms
LDU level
Cultural sensitivity P2
Ecological sensitivity C3
Visual sensitivity L1
Land Cover Parcel data
Land Use Pastoral
Pattern Large_semi-regular
Origin Cultivated
Designations
Landscape/planning
Green Belt
Parks, Gardens and Amenity Green Spaces

Ancient woodland

TPO

Biodiversity
SSSI

Local Wildlife Sites

Historic/archaeology
Cons. Area
SAMs
Other
Flood

Local Nature Reserves

Historic Parks/Gardens

Warks Wildlife Trust Reserves

Listed Buildings

Characteristics
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Registered Battlefield

Landform flat floodplain
Landcover permanent pasture
Field boundaries
Type
Hedgerows

Hedgebanks

Stone walls

Wet ditches

Species

Thorn

Elm

Mixed

Ancient

Condition

Good

Poor

Redundant

Relic

Trimmed

Outgrown

Mixed

Dense

Scattered

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Other Trees
Extent

Prominent

Apparent

Insignificant

Age of mixture

Mixed Age

Overmature

Immature

Patch Survival
Extent

Widespread

Localised

Relic

Management

Hedge/Stream Trees
Extent

None

None

Management
Intense
Traditional
Neglected
Ecological corridors
Condition
Intact
Declining
Fragmented
Intensity of Use
Impact
High
Moderate
Low
Pattern
Settlement pattern roadside dwelling
Other built features horse stabling, caravan site
Presence of water
stream corridor
Sense of enclosure
open
Scale small
Diversity simple
Skyline
Prominence/ importance not applicable
Comments Key views
To settlement False
Landmarks
-

Complexity

From settlement
Detractors

False
-

Intervisibility
Site observation medium

...to key features

...from key place

Comments low lying valley floodplain and floor with strong streamside tree cover, but
glimpse views from adjacent roads
Tranquillity
Noise sources

roads

Views of development some
Summary

Presence of people infrequent

medium

Comments the busy A3400 adjacent and filtered views of development reduce
tranquillity although this increases to the west
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Functional relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Corridor?
Comments the zone is predominantly floodplain and appears to be managed either
as part of wider farmed units, or as horse pasture and has no public access
Visual relationship of area with settlement, wider landscape or adjacent assessed area
Setting?
Comments the area feels part of rural countryside divorced from the settlement as it is
west of the A3400, with only limited ribbon development to the south
Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...
... visually?
...functionally?
Comments Settlement edge
Pre C20 edge

C20-21 edge

Nature of edge neutral
Form of edge smooth/linear
Comments ribbon development is detractive but not widely visible due to vegetation
cover
Receptors
Receptors
rural residents

high

roads/rail/cycleways

high

Sensitivity

Comments receptors include users of the A3400, minor road and residents
Other
Other factors Potential for landscape enhancement
reinstatement of hedges and encouragement of trees in field boundaries
Potential mitigation if area potentially suitable for development
-
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